Abstract. To reason about programs written in a language, one needs to define its formal semantics, derive a reasoning mechanism (e.g. a program logic), and maximize the proof automation. Unfortunately, a compiler may involve multiple languages and phases; it is tedious and error prone to do so for each language and each phase. We present an approach based on the use of higher order logic to ease this burden. All the Intermediate Representations (IRs) are special forms of the logic of a prover such that IR programs can be reasoned about directly in the logic. We use this technique to construct and validate an optimizing compiler. New techniques are used to compile-with-proof all the programs into the logic, e.g. a logic specification is derived automatically from the monad interpretation of a piece of assembly code.
Introduction
Giving realistic programming languages like C a correct semantics is difficult. It is even more so to make such semantics tractable so that we can reason about non-trivial programs in a formal setting. Some widely used functional languages have been given a formal semantics, e.g. ML has a formal operational semantics [13] . However, these semantics do not as yet provide a practical basis for formal reasoning about programs, although they are extremely valuable as reference documents and for proving meta-theorems (like type preservation).
We may use logic to model practically useful systems, and then manipulate the programs at the logic level. This method allows formal reasoning to the maximum extent since applications are modeled directly in logic. In addition, to connect the logic to realistic languages, we may translate programs written in (a subset of) a realistic high level language such as ML or C to equivalent logic specifications, then prove properties on them. This procedure is much easier than working directly on source programs.
Furthermore, the properties proved on a high level program may not hold on the binary form since compilers may introduce bugs and users often make oversimplifying assumptions on the machine model. This requires the implementation and validation of an extensible compiler, which is extremely tedious when it involves multiple Intermediate Representations (IRs) and compilation phases.
In this paper we use higher order logic to represent IRs and use term rewriting to perform program transformations. A typical application is a validated compiler from high level languages like ML or C to assembly code. All the IRs are special forms of the term language dwelling within the logic of a theorem prover such that IR programs can be reasoned about using the ordinary mathematics provided by the prover. Program transformations can be cleanly isolated and specified as term rewrites. One of the keys is to compile-with-proof all the programs into the logic. For example, a logic specification is derived automatically from the monad representation of a piece of assembly code.
The presented work is inspired by our software compiler [10] [11] [12] which produces assembly code for a subset of the specification language of the HOL theorem prover -Total Functional Language (TFL) [20] -a pure, total functional programming layer built on top of higher order logic and implemented in both the HOL-4 [8] and Isabelle [17] systems. Its front-end [12] translates a source function into a simpler intermediate format by compiling away many advanced features, e.g. it performs monomorphisation and defunctionalization to eliminate polymorphism and higher order functions. Its back-end [10] generates from this intermediate format an equivalent imperative program, which will be translated to other imperative IRs and finally to the machine code. In particular, the imperative IRs (with explicit syntax and semantics) include HSL, CFL and SAL.
This back-end turned out to be the bottleneck of the entire compiler due mainly to the difficulty in reasoning about these IRs. For example, the verification of programs manipulating heaps and stacks is very tedious. It is also inflexible, failing to accommodate extensions and modifications smoothly. For instance, since the incorporation of some traditional optimizations requires the formalization of relevant control flow and data flow analysis, almost all such optimizations are opted out in the back-end.
The first goal of this paper is to present a new back-end based on target code decompilation to solve these problems. Given a piece of target code (possibly with tricky control flow and non-terminating), this back-end generates HOL functions modeling the semantics of this code. These functions are then automatically proved to be equivalent to the front-end outputs. The back-end also supports the decompilation of unstructured code produced by third-party code generators such as GCC. One big advantage is that we do not need any rule system or adhoc reasoning framework. Instead the decompilation is basically a functional interpretation of the imperative machine code. Such interpretation reveals the intrinsic control flow of a flat program. We show that this method works for arbitrary control flow while the reasoning mechanism is intuitive and natural.
The second goal is to extend the front-end to accept more realistic source languages. Particularly, we present an approach to compile a small subset of C to TFL by deductively synthesizing functions from imperative programs. This allows a safe source translation from a simple C program to one accepted by our compiler so that the big burden of implementing a validated C compiler is gone. This tiny (but first) step allows us to reason about a C program (of the allowed syntax) directly in the prover's logic rather than using ad-hoc mechanisms.
The third goal is to use only a small number of succinct transformations to bridge the gap introduced by the the new back-end and front-end, yet is able to produce code of the same quality as modern compilers like GCC do. In sum, this paper demonstrates the first attempt to unite all phases of an optimizing compiler together in a logic: both high level and low level programs are compiled into the logic; all transformations are performed and validated in the logic. Using the logic as the universal IR makes easier the compilation and its validation.
Motivating Example. We show below the ML (or TFL) and C versions of a program involving the calculation of the factorial of input x.
MLex
Cex fex (x, y) .
We may ask two questions: (1) do they terminate? and (2) are they equivalent (with respect to their semantics)? Before answering these questions we have to give them formal semantics and reasoning mechanisms. Our front-end is able to translate the C version C ex to the ML version MLex, which is written in the term language of the HOL logic. This leads immediately to the proof of their equivalence. Moreover, HOL's TFL package is able to automatically prove that they terminate when x ≥ 0.
A compiler may generate the following ARM-style assembly code cs ex . This code first sets register r 1 's value to 1. It then checks whether r 0 is 0; if yes then jumps to label l +5 by increasing the program pointer by 4; and so forth.
l : mov r1 1 l+1 : beq r0 0 (+4) l+2 : mul r1 r1 r0 l+3 : sub r0 r0 1 l+4 : b (−3) l+5 : blt r1 r2 (+3) l+6 : sub r1 r1 r2 l+7 : b (+3) l+8 : mul r2 2 r2 l+9 : add r1 r1 r2 l+10 :
Our goal is to not only produce the assembly code, but also prove the compilation correct. Specifically, the relation between the input in (r 0 , r 2 ) before the execution and the output in r 1 after the execution shall be represented by f ex . Our compiler transforms f ex into a lower level format shown below.
It is not difficult to produce code cs ex from function f ex1 (our compiler applies straight-forward translation to do this). The main challenge is to prove their semantics equivalence. For this we might take another look at the relation between the code and the function. Suppose we are given the code cs ex , can we "decompile" it to a function like f ex1 ? If yes then we obtain a logic function of cs ex which is equivalent to f ex1 as well as f ex . We may do this for the code produced by third-party generators such as GCC.
Extended Front-end
TFL is a subset of the higher order logic built in HOL, thus their syntax and the semantics have already been defined in the logic. So do all the IRs. That is, programs written in TFL or IRs are simply mathematical functions defined in the HOL logic. It is this feature that enables us to use standard mathematics to reason about these languages. This supports much flexibility and allows the meaning of a program to be transparent. Mimicing the ML language, TFL is a polymorphic, higher order and terminating functional language supporting algebraic datatypes and pattern matching.
Compiling Imperative Programs. Importing terminating ML programs into TFL is easy due to the high similarity in their syntaxes and semantics. It is also possible to import programs written in an imperative language such as a small subset of C. As a demonstration, we develop a method for such a subset (denoted here as C0) with the following structures, where e represents C expressions.
In order to connect the semantics of a C0 structure S to a TFL function f , we introduce the following judgment to characterize S's axiomatic semantics as a predicate, where σ[x] returns the value of variable x in state σ; and eval S σ returns the new state after S's execution. Notation (i, f, o) specifies that: if the initial value of input i is v, then in the state after the execution of S, the value left in output o is equal to applying the function f to the initial value v. Basically, a judgment can be obtained by instantiating the P and Q in a Hoare triple {P } s {Q} to λσ. σ[i] = v and λσ. σ[o] = f v respectively. If a judgment synthesizes f with respect to the input i and output o, then we claim that structure S correctly implements function f .
In Figure 1 we show a couple of rules for synthesizing a function by composing the judgments. A judgment may contain an extra field ex (explained later). Notationv generates a TFL variable for a C0 variable v; andê returns the TFL expression corresponding to a C0 expression e. Notation fv returns the free variables in an expression. We use . = to introduce abbreviations. To mitigate the burden on termination proof we axiomatize some of these rules.
Rule assgn builds a judgment for a C0 assignment v := e. The input consists of all the free variables in e and the output is v; the synthesized function calculates the expression e. Rule return synthesizes an identity function for the same input and output v. Rules seq, cond, while and call are used to synthesize functions for sequential structures, conditional structures, loops and procedure calls respectively. The "while" in rule while is defined by while c f
An important rule, frame, is used to match the inputs and outputs of different judgments. For instance, suppose we want to use the seq rule to compose judgments S1 i1, f1, o1 and S2 i2, f2, o2 . If o 1 = i 2 , we must adjust the judgments to make o 1 = i 2 . This is accomplished by the frame rule which allows adding extra variables into the input and output.
Since all the variables updated in a structure will appear in the output, we might safely assume that those not in the output are unchanged. As in separation logic [18] , we can add these unchanged variables into the input/output using the frame rule if needed. On the other hand, as in the shrink rule, we may remove from the output those variables which will not be referenced anymore. The exception set ex records the updated variables, the application of frame should rule out them. When the exception set is empty we do not present it.
The application of the composition rules is syntax directed, and proceeds in a bottom-up manner. For illustration, consider the C version of the running example. The judgments for the two statements within the loop are as follows.
Since the output of the first judgment is not the same as the input of the second judgment, we apply the frame rule to adjust and then compose them.
Let g 1 be an abbreviation of λ(x, a). (x−1, x * a). Next we apply the while rule to get a judgment for the loop. The composition of this judgment and the one for a := 1 yields a new judgment, where g2
Similarly we obtain the judgment for the conditional statement.
if (a ≥ y) return a − y; else a + 2 * y; (a, y), λ(a, y). if a ≥ y then a − y else a + 2 * y, (a, y)
We can eliminate the unused variable x (through rule shrink) from the judgment. Then we add the y into the input and output through the frame rule.
Finally we synthesize a function for the entire program which can be rewritten and simplified to ML ex by applying some rewrite rules about "while" and "let".
De-compiling Assembly Code
The back-end decompiles an assembly program to equivalent HOL functions. The "decompilation with proof" trick is first used by us in [10] to synthesize a function from an intermediate program. Magnus et al [16] extended this method to decompile ARM code. Unfortunately, these methods are based on rule composition -as we show in the previous section -the function is constructed by composing rules in a bottom-up manner. The code must be well structured since these methods need to discover the control flow structures to guide the composition. What is worse, such methods require substantial effort on soundness proof, as demonstrated in [19, 15] where most of the space of a paper is used to explain the rule system and its proof. They are also difficult to extend; and a minor modification may demand redoing the entire proof of the rule system.
For example, it is difficult to identify the control flow (e.g. loops) of the following Ackerman program, let alone coming up with rules to reason about it. We present here a new way to model and decompile low level programs. The operational semantics of machine instructions are modeled as state monads, and the control flow is represented by monad binding. We use automatic deduction and pure rewriting to translate monad representations to HOL functions. Our method makes the soundness proof trivial and is able to handle unstructured and non-terminating code that will fail the attempts made in [10, 16] .
Machine Language. We use a small subset of the ARM instructions and a simplified machine model to illustrate the method. A code fragment consists of a union (or list
The relation summerizes the operational semantics of a single instruction is
{l : instr} → (next instr s l, decode instr s), where next models label undates, and decode models the transitions of the data state s.
Decompilation.
We use monads to model side-effect computations. Essentially, our monad is a state monad where the state is the data state s : state.
The monad operations >>=, >> and return are defined as expected
We record the program counter (pc) in the value of a monad by instantiating type α to type MVALUE. Specifically, TO f l models how the pc is updated : suppose the pc's old value is l, then its new value becomes f l l. Constructor END is for the case where the pc is out of the program domain.
datatype MVALUE = TO of (n → n) | END The operational semantics of an instruction is modeled by a state monad. Recall that next and decode return the next pc and the next state respectively. Code Specification. Our decompiler derives functions from a code fragment in a top down manner. The key is to associate each labeled instruction l : inst with a monad f so as to generate an instruction specification of format (l, f, inst) such that f models the computation (of the entire code) starting from label l. The union of instruction specifications constitutes a code specification. For example, in the following code specification, monads f 1 and f 2 are associated with the first two instructions such that f 1 and f 2 model the code's computation from l and l +1 respectively. The trick here is we do not have to know what exactly f 1 and f 2 are; instead, it suffices to know the relation between them:
The relation between all monads represents the well formedness of a code fragment: it is well formed iff for any instruction specification (l, f, instr), the monad f equals to the binding of the monad corresponding to instr and the one at the the place to which the pc will go. In the following definition, function f of returns the function in the monad value, i.e. f of (TO l f ) = l f . Notation get f code spec l returns the instruction specification at label l; if l is not in the domain of the code, then the dummy monad [[ ]] is returned.
Rewriting a code spec with code wf's definition and the semantics of jump instructions will give us a first order predicate depicting the relations between the monads in code spec. We call this predicate monad representation (MR). loop spec = (l+1, f1, beq r0 0 (+4)), (l+2, f2, mul r1 r1 r0), (l+3, f3, sub r0 r0 1), (l+4, f4, b (−3)) code wf loop spec = (f1 = eq branch r0
Not all monads in an MR are important. In the loop spec example, monad f 1 is the most important one since it models the computation of the entire loop. We call such monads anchor monads since they mark the important control flow points in the code. Other monads (e.g. f 2 , f 3 and f 4 in loop spec) can be absorbed into anchor monads. We are free to pick any subset as anchor monads; different pickings will lead to derived functions of different formats (and the same semantics). Our compiler's picking is based on the IR's control flow.
The next step is to eliminate the instruction monads within an anchor monad to obtain the normal form of this anchor monad. This norm uses "let" and "if then else" expressions to depict the control flow of the original code. In order to distinguish a resource from the variable representing it, from now on we use R i to denote the the i th register, and M [i] the memory slot at i. We writex for the variable corresponding to resource x, e.g.R 0 = r 0 andR 1 = r 1 . The rewrite rules for converting an MR to its normal form include
Function Derivation. This phase derives HOL functions from the normal forms of anchor monads. Definition read monad read the value from the state after the execution; de comp decompiles-with-proof monad f to function g.
The decompilation of monads not referring to other monads is straightforward. The monad f 1 in loop spec refers to itself; this reference will be converted to the call of the derived function associated with f 1 . The decompiler generates the following theorem for the loop spec.
A stronger theorem as below may be derived by inducting on g's first argument. However the above theorem (which requires no induction) is sufficient since it warrants that only correct code will produce the expected function.
The MR of a piece of code (especially unstructured code) may contain multiple anchor monads connected with respect to the control flow. The derived functions should be connected in a similar way. Consider the following example.
The derived functions would look like the following, where i and o represent the input and output respectively, e 1 and e 2 are input patterns connecting the derived functions. Input patterns can is obtained through a simple fix-point calculation similar to the use-def analysis. That is, the input expression corresponding to monad f contains all the resources which will be used later.
Projective Functions. In essence, the process of function derivation is to project monad functions onto specific inputs and outputs. The derived functions maintain the same (control-flow) structures as the monad ones. We can further extend the well-formedness definition to accommodating these functions. The (f, sig) in the following definition indicates that g is a projective function of monad f over input/output signatures sig. The decompilation constructs such functions automatically with respect to their signatures.
code proj wf code spec = ∀l∀f ∀pj∀instr.
This extension helps derive more readable functions by considering data separation [18] . Considering the following pseudo-code, where the first instruction invokes a recursive function rf which does not modify r 1 's value. The decompilation derives g 1,1 = rf , g 1,2 = λx.x, and g 2,1 (r 0 , r 1 ) = let (r 0 , r 1 ) = (rf r 0 , (λx.
The recursive function g 1,1 is succinct since it does not take r 1 as an extra argument. The fact that r 1 is not changed is recorded by the identity function g 1,2 . This technique performs the task of the "separation logic" in [15, 16, 14] , but again needs no ad-hoc and intractable program logic.
The decompilation of this MR is straightforward. Some derived functions are curried and take lr as an extra argument (an alternative is to use a projective function described above to model how lr is updated). We introduce function g c to model the recursive procedure. Note that ∀l ∈ {l+1, l+4}. gc l = g c . The derived function g c is converted to a form in the procedure call style.
Then function g 1 can be simplified to a format where function g c is called twice, which is consistent with the control flow structure of the source code.
Example Program Transformations
In this section we show some examples of performing program transformations in the logic which extend our previous work [10] [11] [12] .
Lightweight Closure Conversion. This conversion captures the free variables for nested functions in an environment as passed to the function as an extra argument. The function body is modified so that references to free variables are now references to the environment parameter. When a function is referenced, the function is paired with the environment as a closure. The clos init rule creates a closure for closing the first free variable v in the body of function f . Administrative term clos is used to record the transformed function and the environment. By definition ∀c. clos (f, c) = f . We uses tactics (at the meta-level) to control the application of this rule such that it will not be applied to functions without free variables. Rule clos one handles extra free variables and builds the environment as a tuple. It is applied repeatedly until no free variable remains in the function body.
We show below a simple example, where f is an abbreviation of λx. x+y +z. The final step performs explicit tuple allocation, where #1 and #2 take the first and second components of a tuple respectively.
Example Optimization: Common Subexpression Elimination. Working on the normalized IR form, this optimization avoids redundant evaluation of the same expression by reusing the result of the first evaluation.
[cse] let x = e in f e ←→ let x = e in f x Exposing Heap and Stack. This phase places heap objects and stack objects in the memory. To model the memory, we introduce a function m mapping addresses to values. Heap variables and stack variables are indexed indirectly through the heap register hp and frame register f p respectively. A stack variable The rewrite rules for heap allocation include the following, where p h marks the starting address of the available heap space, and new is used to allocate memory for n elements of type τ . An administrative term let m has the same semantics as let does. It is used to mark the "let" expressions involving memory accesses. To validate the transformation, it suffices to eliminate all the "let m "s.
Results
Our development contains around 12,000 lines of code (with 5,000 are legacy code from the previous version of the compiler [10] [11] [12] ) including the definitions, proof and automation scripts. Most of the new theorems are for the formalization of C0 and the target language together with reasoning mechanisms.
We compare our compiler with GCC. Each program is written in a TFL version and a C version. TFL functions obtained from C versions are compared and shown to be equivalent to the manually defined ones. Currently the conversion succeeds in most cases but needs manual effort when the program is less TFL like due to insufficient compositional rules or automaton scripts. The other phases (e.g. de-compilation) are fully automated.
We tested several small programs including two block ciphers TEA and RC6. Although these programs are not big, they exhibit non-trivial control flows and tricky recursions. Essentially, our method goes in a per-function manner, thus is able to scale to larger programs which are usually composed of small functions.
To compare the two compilers, we measure the size of the generated assembly code in terms of executable instructions and the code's execution time. The time is normalized with respect to our compiler (regarded as 100%). We write drivers iterating over various inputs and link the generated code to the drivers. The time information may be inaccurate because (1) we run the programs on an ARM emulator (i.e. use arm-elf-run provided by the GNU ARM Toolchain) rather than a real processor; and (2) we pick only a fixed set of test cases.
Program
Code GCC 4.1.1 is given the option -O2 (thus function inlining and inter-procedure optimizations are disabled). These programs barely exhibit such advanced features as polymorphism and higher order functions. Our compiler tends to be slower than GCC because GCC applies better flow analysis and instruction selection/scheduling than our compiler does. However, since our compiler also applies many optimizations, e.g. convert tail recursive function calls into loops, it can rival with GCC in performance for these programs. Note that our compiler can beat GCC with less optimizations (e.g. no instruction merging).
An interesting point is to compare the functions derived from the codes generated by these compilers. These functions should be equal if the compilers are correct. As indicated in column "=?", we have proved that the compilers generate equivalent codes for all test programs by comparing the derived functions. We notice that the code generated by our compiler and GCC are often similar in terms of control flow structures; the main difference lies in the use of different instruction selection and scheduling schemes for basic blocks. Currently this equivalent proof is done manually (especially when two functions have different control flows, which fails simple tactics that check only the equivalence of basic blocks) and can be automated in the future. Note that, for our compiler, the decompiled function g 1 is alpha-equivalent to the IR function g 2 produced by the front-end since cs g2 , the code from which g 1 derives, inherits the control flow structure from g 2 . Our compiler can serve as the canonical one when checking the correctness of third-party compilers.
Related Work and Conclusions
There has been much work on translating functional languages; one of the most influential has been the paper of Tolmach and Oliva [21] which developed a translation from SML-like functional language to Ada. Hickey and Nogin [7] worked in MetaPRL to construct a compiler from a full higher order, untyped, functional language to Intel x86 code, based entirely on higher-order rewrite rules. They use higher-order abstract syntax to represent programs and do not define any semantics. These works do not prove the compilers correct.
Hannan and Pfenning [6] constructed a verified compiler in LF for the untyped λ-calculus. The target machine is a variant of the CAM runtime and differs a lot from real machines. Chlipala [4] considered compiling a simplytyped λ-calculus to assembly language. He proved semantics preservation based on denotational semantics assigned to the intermediate languages. These source languages are the bare lambda calculus and is thus much simpler than TFL.
Chlipala [5] further considered translating a simple impure functional language to an idealized assembly language. One of main points is to avoid binder manipulation by using a parametric higher-order abstract syntax to represent programs; while in our case this is automatically taken care of by the prover. Its representative optimization, common subexpression elimination, is accomplished in our compiler by a one-line rewrite rule.
Benton and Hur [1] interprets types as binary relations to connect the denotational semantics of a simply typed functional language and the operational behavior of low-level programs in a SECD machine. This allows, as we did, the modeling of low-level code using a mathematical, domain-theoretic functions, as well as the proof of a simple compiler. But we need not to define the semantics in terms of tricky and customized interpretations.
Leroy [2, 9] verified a compiler from a subset of C, i.e. Clight, to PowerPC assembly code in the Coq system. The semantics of Clight is completely deterministic and specified as big-step operational semantics. The proof of semantics preservation for the translation proceeds by induction over the Clight evaluation derivation; while our proofs proceed by verifying the rewriting steps. As demonstrated in [22] , his compiler needs extensive manual effort to verify new optimizations; while our rewriting based approach is very flexible and easy to accommodate non-trivial optimizations. In fact our modeling of IRs directly in the logic is intended to mitigate the burden of manual proof.
The decompiler from ARM presented in this paper has same purpose as [16, 14] does, but uses a totally different reasoning method. We do not rely on a Hoare Logic built for ARM, and overcome many limitations brought by composing reasoning rules in a bottom-up style (e.g. unable to handle unstructured code).
Charguéraud [3] proposed a method to decompile pure Caml programs into logical formulas that implies the programs' post-conditions. Similar to our C0 front-end, this method supports performing the correctness proof of a source program in the higher-order logic of a theorem prover. Such technique can also be used to compile-with-proof Caml programs into TFL functions.
Conclusions and Future Work. We have presented an approach to compile both high level and low level languages into a logic, and perform validated program transformations to construct an optimizing compiler. We plan to augment the front-end to accept larger subsets of C, e.g. with support for structs and pointers; and incorporate more aggressive optimization techniques into the compiler. We also plan to generate code for other platforms such as X86, and bytecode languages such as LLVM.
